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ABSTRACT
The linear membrane equations and hoop compression parameters
are developed for semi-toroidal and modified ogival tanks. A general
computer program for designing these tanks, the classification of toroi-
dal loadings, and a summary of the state-of-the-art on toroidal shells
are also included.
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A METHOD OF STRESS ANALYSIS
FOR SEMI-TOROIDAL TANKS -
PART II
By Murray F. Burnette
Brown Engineering Company, Inc.
SUMMARY
This report completes a study sponsored by the George C. Marshall
Space Flight Center, R-PAVE-S, of the application of the toroidal confi-
guration as liquid propellant containers in transtage and upper stage
designs. The NASA technical representatives were Mr. F. Boardman
and Mr. C. Bianca of R-P&VE-SSV.
Results previously presented in"A Method of Stress Analysis for
Semi-Toroidal Tanks - Part I," J. A. Baird and M. F. Burnette, Techni-
cal Note R-140, Brown Engineering Company, Huntsville, Alabama, and
"Semi-Toroidal Stage Optimization Study (S-II Stage), " P. M. Crossfield
and M. F. Burnette (NAS8-20073, CI-SAA-026C, CI-SSP-020P), Brown
Engineering Company, Huntsville, Alabama, June 3, 1966, are also
included in this study.
The linear membrane equations and hoop compression parameters
are developed in this report for the semi-toroidal tank (Figure l) and
the modified ogival tank (Figure 2). A general computer program for
designing these tanks, the classification of toroidal loadings, and the
summarizing of the state-of-the-art are also contained in this report.
SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION
The toroidal shape has been considered as a potentiall_r optimum
configuration for advanced rocket engine concepts, space station appli-
cations, and liquid propellant containers in certain transtage and upper
stage designs. It is the latter application that resulted in the publication
of References 1 and Z and this report.
A new concept in missile design generally introduces analytical as
well as design problems. As more analytical studies were requested
by design, it became apparent that parallel efforts were necessary to
develop approximate methods for initial design and "exact" analytical
methods for final design. A general review of all available literature on
toroidal shells, including such classical publications as References 3
and 4, indicated a lack of complete solutions for toroidal shells of arbi-
trary shapes.
The linear membrane equations developed in Reference 1 and the
extension of these equations to a more general loading condition and to the
analysis of the modified ogival configuration (Figure 2) in this report were
a result of an effort to develop approximate analytical procedure for the
initial design in Reference 2. It has since been discovered that under
certain loadings these "approximate" equations are very suitable for
final design. Because of the need to analyze many configurations in
Reference 2, a computer program based on Reference I and this report
was developed and is listed in the Appendix.
With respect to possible buckling under internal loading, a general
derivation of loadings and geometrical parameters that cause hoop com-
pression in elliptical toroidal and modified ogival bulkheads is demon-
strated in Section 111.
Also included in this study is a discussion of discontinuity stresses
as they occur in the semi-toroidal and modified ogival tanks. The
simplicity of these stresses is of particular interest.
It is customary to determine the state-of-the-art in the introduction
of a report; however, this will be reserved for Section VI. In this section,
general toroidal loadings and support conditions will be classified along
with the discussion of available solutions to these landings. Also the
application of Reference 1 and this present study to the general solutions
will be shown.
As a general supplement to the overall toroidal analysis, geometri-
cal parameters have been derived in the Appendix for the elliptical toroi-
dal, modified ogival, and oblate spheroidal shell configurations.
As an additional supplement, linear deformation expressions for
the toroidal shape are developed in Section V. It is the singularities of
these expressions at the toroidal crowns that lead directly to the non-
linear analyses of Section VI.
SECTION II. EXTENSIONS TO THE LINEAR MEMBRANE ANALYSIS
A. Unlike Fluids at Different Heights in the Inner and Outer
Cylinders of the Semi-Toroidal Tank
The possibility of unlike liquids at different heights in the inner and
outer cylinders of the semi-toroidal tank (Figure 1) was not taken into
account in Reference 1. This important addition will now be included.
In this report, the semi-toroidal tank is considered to be loaded by
an internal pressure Pl in the inner cylinder and an internal pressure pz
in the outer cylinder. Both Pi and Pa are total pressures which are
created by fluids of specific weights Y1 and Yz topped by uniform gas pres-
sure P01 and P0z; the fluids are also assumed to be subjected to a vertical
acceleration n times that of gravity. If the height of the fluid surfaces
are designated by HI and Ha (Figure 1), then the pressures at z' are
given by
pl = p01 + n _/1 (H1 - z'), (i)
Pz = p0z + nyz (Hz- z'). (2)
If
z' > H1, Pl = p01. (la)
If
z' > Hz, Pz = p0z. (2a)
In order to allow a complete analysis, a list of the appropriate meri-
dional and hoop force equations for the semi-toroidal tank will now be
provided. The expressions for the liquid weights, Wp, are defined in
the Appendix.
1. Upper Elliptical Toroidal Bulkhead
±
N_= [pz x(Za + x) + (n Wp1/_)] [b 4- x z (b z- cZ_/z (3)
2 c x (a + x) (From Ref. 1)
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NO=
/=
2 Pz x(a + x)[b 4 - x z (bz - cZ)]- b4 [Pz x(2a + x) + (n Wpl/'rr)l (4)
ZcxZ[b xZ(bZ- c2)] n(From Ref. i)
+
When x is positive, the expression for Wpl and the minus sign should be
used; and when x is negative, Wpl and the plus sign should be used. When
x is zero, the expression for N@ becomes indeterminate. In the limit,
the value of N e is given by
5 2
N@ = 2---_ p0z (5)
(From Ref. i)
2. Lower Elliptical Toroidal Bulkhead
± z b z cZ)] 1/z
N_ : [Pz x(2a + x)± (n Wpz/w)] [b 4- x ( - (6)
2 c x (a + x) (From Ref. i)
2 Pz x(a + x)[b 4 - x z (b 2 - cZ)]- b 4 [Pz x(2a + x)± (n Wp_/W)] (7)
NO= 2 c xZ [b4- x z (bz - cZ)]l/Z (FromRef. I)
+
When x is positive, the expression for W_ and the plus sign should be
- t-,z
used; and when x is negative, Wpz and the negative sign should be used.
When x is zero, the expression for N e becomes indeterminate. In the
limit, the value of N@ is given by
5 2
N0- 2 c P2 (8)
(From Ref. i)
3. Upper and Lower Oblate Spheroidal Bulkheads
2 Cl (From Ref. i)
The minus sign and Wp3 are used for the upper bulkhead and the plus
sign and Wp4 for the lower bulkhead.
NO _ Pl [bl 4 + 2 xl z (cl z- blZ)]± [(nWp/w XlZ)]bl 4 (10)
2 Cl [bl4 + xl z (cl z - blZ)]I/z (From Ref. i)
The plus sign and Wps are used for the upper bulkhead and the minus sign
and Wp4 for the lower bulkhead.
4. Inner Cylinder
+
N_b= pz'(a- b)Z+ pz'b(Za- b)- (n/w)(Wpz+ Wp3 ) I
2(a- b) (FromRef.
Where prime (') indicates pressure evaluated at z' = _ + c,
Ne = (Pz - pz)(a- b) (From Ref. 1)
5. Outer Cylinder
N_ pz'b(Za + b) - (n Wp+I/=) -
= .Z(a + b) + p
(From Ref. 1)
N0= Pz (a + b) (From Ref. 1)
6. Upper Skirt
D
Nd_=P (From Ref. 1)
The circumferential load, N o , is zero.
%
7. Center Support
n Wp5
Nd_ = Z_ (a - b)
(From Ref. 1)
The circumferential load, NO, is zero.
8. Lower Skirt
1)
(11)
(IZ)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
n Wp6 + P
N_- 2Tr (a + b)
(From Ref.
The circumferential load, N O, is zero.
1)
(17)
B. The Linear Membrane Analysis of Modified Ogival Tank
The membrane analysis of the modified ogival tank (Figure Z) requires
revisions to Equations (11) and (12) of the inner cylinder (center tube)
analysis and Equation (16) of the center support analysis.
The equations for the inner cylinder (center tube) are
NS= (Pl - pz)(bl) (18)
and
N¢-
i! II
n
Pl bl 2 + Pz (a z- bl z) -_---(Wpl + Wp3)
2 bl
where double prime {") indicates pressure evaluated at z' = c +
for the modified ogival tank.
(19)
_+_i
2
The equation for the center support is
n wps (2o)
N@ = 2v bl
The remainder of the modified ogival membrane equations is iden-
tical to those of the semi-toroidal tank.
SECTION III. HOOP COMPRESSION EFFECTS
A. Uniform Internal Pressure - Upper and Lower Heads
The compressive hoop stresses that occur in elliptical toroidal and
modified ogival bulkheads under uniform internal pressure with respect
to buckling are of great interest. An analytical approach to the phenom-
enon of hoop compression has been partially completed by Reference 5.
In this report, the effects of uniform pressure on elliptical toroidal
shells with parameters b < c (Figures 1 and 2) were indicated. This
derivation will now be presented so as to provide full continuity to the
study of these effects.
From equilibrium conditions it is obvious that Nd_ must always be
positive. This is not true with respect to membrane 'Equations (4) and
(7) for the N e forces; thus the possibility of buckling necessitates a
detailed study of these two expressions. We write for the upper head
d-
2 Pzx(a + x)[b'- xZ(b z- c2)1- b' [Pzx(Za + x)+ (n Wpl/w)]
N0= 2 c x z [b4- x z (bz- cZ)Jx/z
(4)
and for the lower head
%
,,. + - - X ( _ a I + x)• ( n W _ / _ ) ]
NO = Z c xZ [b4- xZ (bz- cz)]11z , (7)
Equations (4) and (7) allow for both uniform internal pressure and internal
liquid effects. For uniform pressure only both equations may be reduced
to an identity by allowing the liquid effects to go to zero. The result is
Z Pz (a + x)[b 4- xZ(b z - cZ)]- Pz b 4 (Za + x)
N0= .Z c x[b4 - xZ (bZ- cZ)]l/z
(21)
This is identical to results of Reference 5.
We first look at Equation (21) with the following restrictions; a > b,
b< c, and x = (+). Equation (21) may be arranged as
® @ ®
b4 (Za + Zx) + Z(a + x)[- xZb z + xZc z] - b 4 (Za + x) (ZZ)
Ns/Pz = 2 c xlb 4 - x z (bz - cZ)]I/z
®
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For a_> b, b< c, and x = (+), we see that term 1 > 3 and terms 2
and 4 are always positive; thus Equation (22) is always positive for
x = (+) and b< c.
For x = (-) and b< c we take terms 1, 2, and 3 of Equation (22) and
rearrange them as follows:
(_ + (_ - (_ = x[2x2(c z- b z) + 2ax(c z - b z) + b 4] (23)
We can immediately note that for all x = (-) the denominator of Equation
(22) is negative, and the sign of the equation for N@ is entirely dependent
on the bracket terms in Equation (23). Dropping the x, we write
2xZ(c z - b z) + 2ax(c 2 - b z) + b4l=
(+)
0
(-)
(24)
If Equation (24) changes sign from (+) to (-) when x < 0 then hoop com-
pression occurs at some a/b > 1 and b/c < 1 when the equation is equal to
zero. Rearranging Equation (24) and setting equal to zero we get the
quadratic equation
5 22
x + ax + - 0 (25)
Solving for x,
1
-a± { aZ - 2b2/[(c 2 /b 2) ' 1]}3
x_= (26)
2
We can now easily deduce that if the terms under the radical become
negative the roots of x would become imaginary, but Equation (25) must
have real roots in our case in order for hoop compression to exist. Thus
the limiting b/c for a given a/b may be expressed as
aZ= 2bZl[(cZlb z) - l]
Rearranging this equation,
2 (27)
•
11
At the lower boundary of a/b = 1.0, the resulting b/c ratio that limits
hoop compression effects determined from Equation (27) is equal to 0. 577.
As the b/c ratio approaches 1.0 the a/b ratio approaches infinity as the
upper bound.
Solutions to Equation (27) are plotted as the left half of the curve
on Figure 3. This part of the curve represents toroidal shells with
b/c < 1 and approaching 1 as a limit from the left.
Once more, we will look at Equation (22) with the following restric-
tions; a > b, b > c, and x = (o). We note again that the denominator is
negative for all x = {-), and that the sign of the equation for N O is entirely
dependent on the bracket terms in Equation (23). We write again
0 . (24)
(-)
For the conditions a > b, b > c, and x = (-), we see that term 1 is nega-
tive for all x = (-) and terms 2 and 3 are positive for all x = (-). Since
2 >_ 1 obviously no hoop compression can occur in the inner half of the
shell, x=(-), whenb > c.
Assume now a > b, b > c, and x = (+). Rewrite Equation (24) as
? ?(2x + 2ax)(cZ b z) + = (+)0
(-)
(Z8)
Term 2 is a constant and is always negative; term 3 is a constant and is
always positive. Term 1 is a variable with values from 0 <_ x <_ b. If
compression is to exist, terms 1 x 2, which are a maximum at x = b,
must overcome term 3. Therefore, the critical b/ c ratio at a given a/b
occurs at x = b and Equation (28) equal to zero.
We rewrite Equation (28) as
Finally,
lira c z bZ .:01
(_)z b z
= 1 2bZ + 2ab
12
Let a/b = K, then
(__f b z 1
= 1 - 2 bZ+ 2K b2= 1 2 + 2K (29)
From Equation (29) we see that as a/b--_o0, b/c approaches 1 as an
upper bound. At the lower bound of a/b = 1.0, the resulting b/c ratio
that limits hoop compression is equal to 1. 155.
Solutions to Equation (29) are plotted as the right half of the curve
on Figure 3. This part of the curve represents toroidal shells with
b/c > 1 and approaching 1 as a limit from the right.
Some comments about Figure 3 are appropriate at this time. Two
sets of geometric parameters (a/b and b/c) are necessary to determine
if hoop compression occurs in elliptical toroidal bulkheads under uniform
internal pressure; this differs from the one parameter (b/c) that deter-
mines these effects in oblate spheroidal bulkheads. We also note that
when b/c < 1, compression occurs in the inner half of the shell, x = (-),
only; when b/c > 1, the reverse is true and compression occurs only in
the outer half of the shell, x = (+). We see also that circular toroidal
shells are always in tension from a uniform internal pressure; this is
not true for liquid loading as we shall demonstrate later.
Equations {27) and (29) are also applicable to modified ogival bulk-
heads. The upper bound in this case is a/b = 1.0 where the modified
ogival shell converts to an elliptical toroid, and a/b = 0 where the modi-
fied ogival shell becomes an oblate spheroid.
Solutions to Equations (27) and (29) are plotted in Figure 4 as the
left half and the right half of the curve, respectively. Note that the curves
in Figures 3 and 4 are tangent to one another at the transition value of
a/b =1.0. Avery interesting phenomenon occurs as a/b--_0 and the
modified ogival shape in effect becomes an oblate spheroid. As the
inner half of the bulkhead disappears, i.e., a/b--_0, any tendency for
hoop compression to occur in this half at b/c ratios less than one
approaches zero. Simultaneously, at the higher b/c ratios where hoop
compression occurs in the outer half of the shell only, the curve
approaches a limit of 1. 414, the exact results of an oblate spheroid
under uniform internal pressure.
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B. Liquid Loading - Upper Head
Elliptical toroidal and modified ogival bulkheads, with support condi-
tions as indicated in Figures 1 and 2, are subjected to hoop compression
forces from liquid loading which are in addition to those caused by uni-
form internal pressures. The liquid loading stresses are, in general,
not related to the uniform pressure stresses with respect to geometrical
parameters or locationofoccurrencein the shell. It, therefore, becomes
necessary to undertake a separate investigation of these effects.
We will first analyze Equation (4) for the upper head with th9 follow-
ing restrictions; the head is full, no gas pressure is present, a_ b,
b < c, and x = (+). Multiplying the numerator and denominator by l/x,
we get
NO = 2pz (a + x)[b 4 - xZ(b z - cZ)]-pZb4(Za + x) + irx (30)
(+x) 2cx[b 4 - xZ(b 2 - cZ)] 1/z
Additional rearranging provides
NO
Pz
(+x)
® ® ®
b4(2a + 2x) + 2(a + x)[- xZb z + xZcZ] - b4(2a + x) +
2cx[b't- xZ(bz- cZ)] 1/z
®
®
+
n b 4 Wp1
w xpz
-(31)
In this case, terms 2, 4, and 5 are always positive and term 1 is always
>
> 3. Thus for the conditions a-- b, b < c, and x = (+), hoop compression
cannot exist in the +x region for < an upper head.
> b, b=c
It is very easy to extend this proof to the case of a<
(circular shape), and x = (+). In Equation (31), term 2 goes to zero
while remaining conditions prevail as previously noted; therefore, for
>
a - b, b = c, and x = (+), hoop compression is nonexistant in the +x
<.
reglon for an upper head.
>
We now examine Equation (31) for a-- b, b > c, and x = (+). As
<
before terms 4, 5, and(l- 3) are always positive, but term 2 in this case
is negative for all b> c values. The numerator of Equation (31) may be
rearranged as follows:
16
® ®
nb 4 Wl_ Ib4x +
vxpz
+
@ ®
2axZ(c z- b z) + 2x3(c z _ b z) (3Z)
Letx = b, Pz = nYz (Hi -z')= nY z (hi -hs)= nYz c
where hi = c and hs = 0.
b_+b wp_ +[2ab_c+ 2b_c_-Zab_-Zb_1
_rYzC
(33)
The point x = b has proven to be the critical point of hoop compression in
this case. Terms 3 and 4 are proportionally a larger absolute value at
x = b (due to the terms x z and x 3, respectively) than term 1. Also term
2 does not increase proportionally because of the terms x and Pz in the
denominator.
+
Applying the value of Wp1 found in the Appendix, Equation (33)
reduces to
2acZb z + 2b3c z - .429 ab 4 - .333 bs (34)
Setting Equation (34) equal to zero, we may then obtain critical values
of b/c and a/b at which hoop compression occurs in upper heads in the
+x regions. Figures 5 and 6 are solutions to this equation and are self
explanatory.
We will now investigate Equation (4) with respect to the inner half
(the -x regions) of an upper head.
n b 4 -Wpl
2pz (a + x)[b4- xZ(bz - cZ)l-pzb4(Za + x) - vx
NO = (35)
(-x) 2cx[b 4- xz(bz - cZ)]*/z
The following assumptions will be applied to the p_eceding equation; the
upper head is full, no gas pressure is present, a-- b, b = c (circular
<
shape), andx = (-). Rearranging Equation (35) similar to Equation (31)
we get
@ ® ® ,Q
n b Wp1
N___@= b4(2a + 2x) + 2(a + x)[- xZb z+ xZcZ]- b4(2a + x) - _xpz
Pz 2cx[b 4 - xZ(bZ - cZ)]l/z ' (36)
®
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Figure 5. Hoop Compression Effects in the +X Regions for
Upper Elliptical Toroidal Bulkheads Under full
Liquid Head
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Liquid Head
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Applying the above restrictions, we get
® @ @
N O _ b4(Za + 2x) + 0 - b4(Za + x) - _rxpz
Pz 2 b 3 x (37)
®
Equation (37) can be further reduced to
NO_ b
wr x_pz /
(38)
It can be shown that term 3 is always greater than 1 for all values of
-x; thus, N O must always be negative for an upper bulkhead under full
liquid head with no gas pressure present.
If the restriction b= c is replaced by b< c, we see that term Z in
Equation (36) merely strengthens the solution to the circular shape; thus
N O again must always be negative for all values of -x. If b> c is used,
the hoop compressive forces are relieved by term 2, but generally com-
pressive forces still exist for reasonable values of b > c. In fact, for
values of b/c to the right of the curves in Figures 5 and 6, hoop compres-
sive forces may exist in both halves of the head.
C. Liquid Loading - Lower Head
We now examine Equation (7) to determine possible hoop compression
effects in lower heads under fluid loading. Once more, multiplying the
numerator and denominator by l/x, we have
®
@ ®
n b 4 +Wpz
Zpz(a + x)[b 4 - xZ(b z - cZ)] - pzb4(Za + x) - "rrx
NO= 2cx[b 4- xZ(bz - cZ)]l/z (39)
(+x) (9
and
2O
4®_
n b Wpz
NO 2pz (a + x)[b 4 (_-_xz(b z cZ)] pzb4(2a Q
_ - - + x) + Trx ' • (40)
2. cx[b 4- xZ(b z - cZ)]l/z
(-x) ®
The lower head analysis is different in many respects to the upper
head. The terms multiplied by Pz in Equations (39) and (40) can become
very dominant since the height of liquid above the lower head may vary,
whereas term 3 is still only concerned with the actual weight of liquid
in the head. If term 3 is eliminated from these equations, e.g., a very
long tank with small heads, we then have in effect the membrane equations
for pressure only (uniform or variable). On the other hand, for a
toroidal vessel with no cylindrical portion, term 3 can become the prin-
ciple part of the equations.
We will first assume the liquid level at a depth "c" (see Figures 1
and 2) in the lower head (basically the same effects occur with partially
filled heads at less critical stresses). For Equation (39), the critical
+
value occurs at x = +b where Wpz is a maximum and Pz = 0. As terms
1 and 2 are equal to zero, the shape of the head now has no effect and
hoop compression occurs in the outer half (+x region) in every case.
The exact opposite can be said of equation (40); hoop compression can
never occur in the inner half (-x region) for any b_> c; however, for
b < c compression can occur in the inner half of the shell at low values
Of - X.
As the fluid level is increased above the top of the head, terms 1
and 2 of Equations (39) and (40) will react on the bulkhead as an internal
pressure, and Figures 3 and 4, which are independent of the quantity of
pressure, willdetermine the effects of these two terms. For heads
whose geometrical parameters lie to the right of the "tension only" area
of Figures 3 and 4, the rise of the fluid level continues to add additional
hoop compression stresses to those caused by term 3 in the outer half
of the shell. For heads whose geometrical parameters lie in the "tension
only" area, additional liquid height tends to overcome the hoop com-
pressive stresses caused by term 3. At a particular height dependent
upon geometrical parameters, hoop compressive forces will be com-
pletely eliminated and any additional liquid weight above this value
merely causes additional tension forces in the head. For any given case,
this height can be solved by the following expression:
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2pz(a + x) [b 4 - xZ(b z - cZ)] - pzb4(Za + x) -
n b 4 +
WP z , (41)
wx
where Pz = n Yz (Hz - c). For heads whose geometrical parameters lie
to the left of the "tension only" area, the hoop compressive forces
caused by term 3 in the outer half of the shell are again relieved; but in
this case hoop compressive forces can then appear in the inner half of
the shell or be added to those already existing in the inner half of the
shell. We note for this last case that the disappearance of hoop compres-
sion in outer half of the shell does not necessarily occur at the same
time hoop compression forces begin in the inner half of the shell. A
general solution to the following equation will determine at what height
hoop compressive forces will start in the inner half of the head;
2pz(a + x)[b 4 - xZ(b z- cZ)] - pzb4(2a + x) =
n b 4 -Wpz
_'x
(42)
where again Pz = n Yz (hz -c).
D. Summary
As the explanation of hoop compression effects in elliptical toroidal
and modified ogival heads under internal loading was quite extensive, the
results of this analysis is presented in Table 1. The shape of the tank
involved and the ratio of any combined liquid and/or uniform internal
pressure loadings will determine whether the hoop compressions des-
cribed in Table 1 are critical with respect to the buckling of a bulkhead.
A similar treatment of hoop compressive effects is given in Reference
3 for oblate spheroidal heads.
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TABLE I. - HOOP COMPRESSIVE EFFECTS IN ELLIPTICAL
TOROIDAL AND MODIFIED OGIVAL SHELLS
Case NO.
1
Load_inQ _Bulkhea d Parameters
Uniform In- Upper and a><-_b,>-_<_
ternal Pressure Lower
Liquid Loading Upper a_b, b>c
(full head)
Liquid Loading Upper a_b, b_c
(full head) "
Liquid Loading Lower
(partially filled to
full head, no liquid head
above top of bulkhead)
Liquid Loading Lower
(partially filled
to full head, no
liquid head above
top of bulkhead)
Liquid Loading
(full head,
liquid head
exists above
top of bulkhead)
Liquid Loaeing
(full head, liquid
head exists above
top of bulkhead)
Liquid Loading
(full ilead, liquid
head exists above
top of bulkhead)
Lower
Lower
Lower
a!_b, b>c
a_b, b<c
a>b, b/c
v_lues to the
right of the
"tension only"
areas of Figures
3 and 4.
a_, b/c
values in the
"tension only"
area of Figures
3 and 4.
a<b, b/c
v_lues to the
left of the
"tension only"
area of Figures
3 and 4.
Comments
Hoop compression may occur in either the
inner half or outer half of the she11.
See Figures 3 and 4.
Hoop compression may occur in the outer
half of the shell; see Figures 5 and 6.
Hoop compression will also generally
exist in the inner half of the shell for
reasonable values of b>c and may occur
simultaneously with compressive forces
in the outer half. At very high values
of b>c, the compressive forces in the
inner half will disappear and those in
the outer half will increase.
Hoop compression will always occur for
all values of -x in the inner half of
the shell. Compressive forces can never
occur for any value of +x in the outer
half of the shell.
Hoop compression will always occur for
higher values of +x in the outer half
of the shell; it can never occur in
the inner half of the shell.
Hoop compression will always occur
for higher values of +x in the outer
half of the shell. If the values of
b/c lie to the left of the "tension
only" area of Figures 3 and 4, hoop
compression will also occur in the
inner half of the shell at lower values
of -x.
The rise of the liquid level adds
additional hoop compressive forces
to those already existing in Case 4
in the outer half of the shell. As
in Case 4, these compression forces
can never exist in the inner half of
the shell.
Additional liquid height will over-
con_ the eewnpression of Cases 4 and 5
in the outer half at a level dependent
upon geometrical parameters. As in
Case 6, hoop compression can never
exist in the inner half.
Additional liquid height will overcome
the compression of Case 5 in the outer
half at a level dependent upon geometrical
parameters, However, the liquid rise
will add to those existing in the inner
half of the shell.
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SECTION IV. DISCUSSION OF DISCONTINUITY STRESSES
One distinct advantage the semi-toroidal or modified ogival tank
has is that the discontinuity stresses require only the normal two degrees
of freedom. Thus, discontinuity stresses present no problem in toroidal
tanks as long as they are located away from the crown area (nonlinear
crown effects will be discussed in Section VI of the report).
The equations developed in Reference 1 for determining discontinuity
stresses are correct for an "ideal" semi-toroidal tank (Figure 7). In
an actual case, a more refined analysis would have to be made, and the
equations of Reference 1 would have to be modified to allow for several
free bodies at each joint. Several computer programs are now available
to assist in such an analysis.
Z4
Figure 7. Components of Semi-Torus showing Discontinuity
Shears and Moments
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SECTION V. GENERAL DEFORMATION EXPRESSIONS
(LINEAR MEMBRANE ANALYSIS)
A. Circular Toroidal Shell Under Uniform Pressure
The circular toroidal shell under uniform pressure is the basic
shape and loading which will be investigated first with respect to dis-
placement characteristics. The equations of this report yield the
following force and geometrical expressions for this configuration.
r, = R (A-31)
r z --
(a + x)R (A-34)
x
x (A-33)
sin _=_-
p(Za + x)R (43)
N_ = Z(a + x)
NO = __PR (44)
2
where Equations (43) and (44) are determined from E,quations (3), (4),
+ t
(6), and (7) with b = c = R (Figure 8), p = P0z' and W_l, W15 z = 0.
The derivation of the linear membrane deformation equations in
Reference 4 for a shell of revolution loaded symmetrically with respect
to its axis of revolution is based on the following assumptions:
The thickness of the shell, t, is considered small in comparison
with other dimensions of the shell.
The thickness of the shell, t, is considered small in comparison
with its radii of curvature; i.e., t/r1 << 1, t/rz<< 1.
Small deflections prevail; i. e. , equations of equlibrium may be
obtained with sufficient accuracy from the undeflected state.
All bending effects are negligible and may be neglected; thus,
extensional strains only are considered.
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Figure 8. Circular Toroidal Shell under Uniform Pressure
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Figure 9 indicates a deflected element of a toroidal shell. From
Reference 4, the expressions for the small displacements v, w, and V
are
v = sin¢ ./
1
where f(_b) = _ [N_b (rl + vrz) - N 6 (rz + vr,)] and C is a constant of inte-
gration determined from support conditions,
w = v cot qb-eorz (46)
and
1 d
V- rlC°tEt_b [(rl + wrz)N_b - (rz + vrl)N8] rl dd_ [_t (No - vN_)] "(47'
Since the displacement equations are derived as a function of qb, we
will change Equations (A-31), (A-34), (43), and (44) accordingly through
the use of (A-33).
r, = R (A-31)
, (a + Rsin _b) (A- 34a)
rz = sin _b
( )a + -_-R sind_
N_b = pR a + R sin _b
(43a)
NO = pR (44)
Z
The displacement convention of this report (Figure 9b) has been
changed from that of Reference 4 since -u can be used directly in discon-
tinuity analyses, and horizontal and vertical deflections (_ and w) are
more convenient in the nonlinear analyses of Section VI.
Another substitution which will assist in later nondimensional
analyses of Section VI is to assume
a=_R
where -a is the ratio of the two dimensi.ons a and R as described in
Figure 7.
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CL of revolution
q_-_a = aR
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a+x:r°z _- __+V
---_X : R sin q_-_ +u-- q--
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dwd •w+_ ,
(a) Reference 4 Convention
Figure 9. Deflected Element of Toroidal Shell
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and
We rewrite Equations (A-31), (A-34a), (43a), and (44).
rl=R
R(a + sin %5)
rz = sin %5
+_- sm
N%5: ;-
pR
N6 = -_--
From trigonometric and strain relations we see that
= v cos %5- w sin%5 = c 8 R(a- + sin %5)
= w cos %5 + v sin %5.
Using the constitutive relationship
1
¢8 : E-[ (No - v N%5)
(A-31)
(A- 34b)
(43b)
(44)
(48)
(49)
we determine
- 2pRzEt [_(I- 2v)+ (I- v)(sin%5)]
Rearranging Equation (48), we have
-W=
c@R (_ + sin %5) v cos %5
sin %5 sin %5
Therefore, from Equation (49)
w = - 00 R (_ + sin%5) cos %5
sin %5
q- v
sin %5
F v sin %5
(50)
which reduces to
3O
- -w = -u cot _ +\Js-T_n _
Substituting Equation (48) for q and the expression for f(4) in Equation
(44), we have
-pRz I 1 1
Et /--_" -_(1 - 2v) cot 4 --_ (1 -v) cos 4
+
-a (I - Zv) d4
Z inZ4 (-a+ sin 4)
A d_
+ v-a in 4(_+ sin 4)
+C.
Integrating the above expression results in the following equation.
Et _ In tan - _ (1 -v) cos 4
- (-_- 1),/_arctan t (:#: _i7; c
Now we know from symmetry that _ (Tr/Z) = _ (-_r/Z) = 0. Utilizing these
boundary conditions to solve for C, we arrive at the final form of the
equation.
---_- -_ in tan - _ (1 - v) cos 4
1 + _ tan
(_Z_ I)i/z arctan (51)
± (_z_ 1)I/z arctan \_--'_i"1 /
where the upper sign holds for +_b's and the lower sign holds for -4's.
To determine the angle of rotation of a tangent to the meridian at
a given point on the toroidal shell, Equation (47) is used. Direct
substitution of Equations (A-31), (44), (A-34b), and (43b) and differen-
tiation with respect to 4 results in the following expression.
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pR[v= E--E z_ +sine) cot ¢ (52)
Rewriting Equations (50), (51), and (52), we have for a circular
toroidal shell under uniform pressure (linear membrance analysis) the
following displacements expressions as defined by Figure 9.
pR z I ]
,Im1- 2,,)+ I1- v)(sin ¢)1u = 2E'--'_ (50)
_ pR z [ 1
w- Et I
In
1
1 - v) cos¢ -(._z _ lU/ZI"
] 1,,±_-_Z _ l-------_)l/Z Lower Sign-$ (51)
[ - ]pR a cot _ (52)V= E--Y 2 (_ + sin q5)
We note that the equations for the deflection w and the rotation V
become discontinuous at _= 0 °. A_t first glance, the singularity of these
displacements at toroidal crowns would appear to invalidate the linear
membrane solution; however, it will be shown in Section VI that this
solution may be considered approximately correct for the N_, N O , and
terms for the entire shell. The displacements _ and V are also approxi-
mately correct except near the crown.
It is these particular singularities that has led to the more "exact"
nonlinear solution as the linear membrane assumptions described in this
section appear to break down at least in the neighborhood of the shell
crowns.
B. Other Shapes and Loadings
Similar displacement equations for toroidal shells supported as in
Reference 1 and this report may be calculated in the same manner as
above for both liquid and pressure loading. These equations will all
have similar singularities at the crowns but may be considered approxi-
mately correct elsewhere.
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SECTION VI. NONLINEAR APPROACH FOR "EXACT"
TOROIDAL SOLUTIONS
A. General Toroidal Loadings, Support Conditions
and Ranges of Solutions
We have assumed thus far in our linear membrane analysis that the
only loads acting on the toroidal tank are uniform pressure and a fluid
loading which are supported by membrane forces alone. This particular
fluid loading requires both a center support and a lower skirt which have
nearly the same stiffness (Figures 1 and 2).
In actuality, the toroidal shell is capable of resisting varied loadings
in a manner which is unique in shell structures and in many ways unique
in missile design. To better define these general loadings and support
conditions, the following summary is presented.
i. Uniform Internal Pressure Loading
No support is required.
2. Axial Load
Loads are applied uniformly around the inner radius (radius
bl in Figures 1 and 2) and reacted uniformly around the outer
radius (radius a + b in Figures l and 2) or vice versa. The
support condition is implicit in the loading.
3. Fluid Loading
Loads are applied by filling the tank with liquid. The support
conditions vary and can be defined as follows:
(a) Support on both inside and outside radii.
(b) Support on outside radius only.
(c) Support on inside radius only.
(d) Support on both inside and outside radii, but differential
support deflections occur. This loading is the general
load condition with loadings (b) and (c) as the limiting
conditions and loading (a) as a special case.
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There are three ranges of "exact" solutions for each of the three
types of loadings and an approximate solution for loadings 1 and 3a.
The ranges of solutions are
• Nonlinear membrane range (Range 1, exact solution),
• Transition range (Range 2, exact solution),
• Linear bending range (Range 3, exact solution),
• Linear Membrane Range (Range 4, approximate solution).
An explanation of the "Ranges of Solutions" will follow.
The loadings defined so far by Reference 1 and this report can be
range 4, and toroidal loading 3a, rangeclassified as toroidal loading 1,
4.
B. "Exact" Solution of Circular Toroidal Shell Under
Uniform Pressure (Loading l)
In Section V we noted that the linear membrane force equations for
the circular toroidal shell under _oading 1 (Equations (43b) and (44)) pro-
vided a continuous solution to the stress problem; however, when these
force equations were used to solve the linear membrane deformation
equations (Equations (50), (51), and (52)), singularities developed at the
toroidal crowns in Equations (51) and (52). The incompatibility of the
deflection _ and the rotation V at the toroidal crown appears to nullify
the concept of the ideal membrane; whereas, all the conditions for an
ideal membrane exist.
The first investigation of this phenomenon was carried out in
Reference 6. This report concluded that no suitable membrane solution
existed, and that additional bending moments and shears must be added
to the toroidal crown to provide compatibility. Classical publications
such as References 3 and 4 have agreed with Reference 6 that bending
stresses must invariably arise at the toroidal crowns.
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The first paper to dispute the linear bending solution was given by
Jordon (Ref. 7). He contended that this solution seems to admit a dis-
continuity exists at the toroidal crown, but such discontinuity effects
usually involve abrupt changes of curvature, thickness, temperature, or
stiffness. No such discontinuities exist at the toroidal crowns, and also
in a very thin toroidal membrane, as examined in Reference 7, no
appreciable bending or shear stiffness is present.
Jordon contends that the answers for a very thin pressurized toroidal
membrane lie in a nonlinear membrane analysis (Range I); i.e., the
equilibrium equations are derived from the deformed shell. He then pro-
ceeds to develop differential equations based on the deformed shape, and
solving these equations numerically, a compatible stress and deflection
picture results for the very thin pressurized torus. The solutions of
Reference 7 were later verified by an asymptotic approximation of the
same basic problem in Reference 8.
The singularities of the linear membrane deformation equations now
become obvious. The toroidal shell acts nonlinearly upon pressurization;
i. e., it does not remain circular and the horizontal tangent to the toroidal
crown no longer remains at x = 0 (Figure I0).
As the radius of curvature of the toroidal shell changes in the
deformed shape (particularly in the crown area), membrane walls with
normal thicknesses tend to develop bending stresses in addition to non-
linear membrane stresses. Reissner (Ref. 9) was the first to charac-
terize the full range of solutions for the circular toroid under uniform
internal pressure. He recognized the nonlinear membrane solution,
range 1 (Ref. 7 and 8) as the lower bound and the linear bending solution,
range 3 (Ref. I0 by Clark utilizes linear bending only to provide com-
patibility at the toroidal crown) as the upper bound. He then denotes the
range between the upper and lower bounds in which both nonlinear mem-
brane theory and the linear bending theory are both applicable as the
transition range, range 2. Reissner also develops parameters to deter-
mine which range is valid for a particular problem.
Additional work in the transition range has been performed by
References II, 12, and 13. In these reports asymtotic approximations
allow the linear membrane solution to become asymptotic to the non-
linear membrane-linear bending solution at the toroidal crown. References
12 and 13 will be discussed in more detail in Paragraph C of this section.
Investigation has proven that the stresses determined from "exact"
analyses do not control design; therefore, for the final design of a circular
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Figure I0. Circular Toroidal Shell under Uniform Pressure
(Loading l)
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toroidal shell under loading i, the equations of Reference 1 and this
report are sufficient. However, nonlinearities cannot be ignored in
loading I as they are necessary to complete the stress and deflection
picture and also for the derivation of solutions to toroidal loading 2.
C. "Exact" Solution of Circular Toroidal Shell Under Axial Load
(Loading 2)
As described in Paragraph A of this section, the term axial load
denotes a uniform load applied around the inner radius and reacted
uniformly around the outer radius or vice versa (Figure 11). This
load may be thought of as an engine thrust load or the support of a
spheroidal tank hung at its inner radius (Figure 12). This particular
configuration would be ideal for a transtage where the overall length
of the stage must be kept short but full utilization of fuel storage space
is required.
The most startling aspect of the toroidal shell was first described by
Jordan in Reference 7. He stated that the pressurized torus membrane
is capable by adjusting its shape of transferring shear loads from the
inner to the outer radius even though the membrane itself has no shear
stiffness of its own. In essence, the pressure rather than the shear
strength of the material will take care of the shear load. This solution
of loading 2 represents a range 1 solution.
In References 12 and 13, he continues this analysis through the
transition range. In this range, the shear load is resisted by both the
pressure stiffness and bending stiffness of the shell. Reference i0
derives the linear bending range. An asymptotic series solution is used
in References i0, 12, and 13.
The unique aspect of the toroidal shell resistance to loading 2 is that
it is basically a nonlinear reaction and the shell resists the load by its
tendency to roll in or out upon the application of the load. There is no
solution in the linear membrane theory for this type of load reaction.
D. "Exact" Solution of Circular Toroidal Shell Under Fluid
Loading {Loading 3)
No "exact" solutions have been developed for any of the fluid loadings
on circular toroidal shells. An approximate solution to loadings 3b, 3c,
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Figure If. Circular Toroidal Shell under Axial Load (Loading 2)
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and 3d is now possible from References 7, 12, and 13. With respect to
loading 3a, the nonlinear crown effects are very similar to loading 1 and
do not control design; therefore, the equations of this report and Reference
1 are valid for final design.
E. Mathematical Formulation of an "Exact" Solution
In Paragraph A of this section we noted the varied loading conditions
and ranges of solutions that are possible for a toroidal shell. As one
might expect, mathematical difficulties arise as an exact solution is
approached.
A complete derivation of Reference 7 was performed by the author
along with a principal amount of the derivations of References Ii, 12, and
and 13. Considerable knowledge of the "exact" approach and its effects
was gained and general extensions to these theories now are possible.
.As to an extensive presentation of nonlinear technical data at this time,
another report of at least the size of this publication would be necessary;
therefore, a cursory examination will be made now to allow the reader to
become familiar with exact techniques. A summary of "exact" and
"approximate" solutions will be presented in Paragraph F of this section
for clarity.
As mentioned in Paragraph B of this section, Reference 7 was the
first paper to present the toroidal crown problem as a nonlinear mem-
brane solution. The clarified essentials of this report will now be
presented.
The analysis is first made nondimensional by the introduction of the
reference length R in Figure I0. A second order error is also introduced
by assuming the radius of the deformed shape at the x axis as equal to R.
From basic shell relationships, the following nondimensional equilibrium
and displacement equations for the deformed shape are derived.
I(R/r,l -ll
(From Ref. 7) (53)
nqb = [(x- Xo)/sin _b] l(2a- x- Xo)/ 12(-a - x)]l
(FromRef. 7) (54)
u = (n_5 - v no)k (From Ref. 7) (55)
4O
v = (_- x) (n@ - v n_b)k (FromRef. 7) (56)
k - pR (From Ref. 7) (57)
Et
where n@ is the hoop stress function, n is the meridional stress func-
tion, u is the strain of the meridional element ds, v is the increase of
the radius (-_ - x) of the horizontal circle, and k is a reference strain.
The report then states why linear membrane theory does not provide
a continuous solution through the crown area; the linear theory does not
allow an unsymmetrical shell with respect to the y-axis or a provision
for a shift in the position of the horizontal tangent dd_dwY= 0)from X 0.
The author then states that two additional degrees of freedom are pro-
vided in going from a linear to a nonlinear approach and in the use of
the open parameter x 0 (Figure i0); thus, a membrane solution to the
toroidal shell should exist.
As a result of analytical procedures, the primary unknown in the
solution of this problem is the shape function F(x) (Figure I0). The
equilibrium and displacement equations can then be modified to read
Zn e = F(x) - (ZK - x - x0)F'(x) (From Ref. 7) (58)
2n¢ = [1 + (-a- x0)l(_- x)] F (x) (FromRef. 7) (59)
: [1 2 (u + 2 *F2(x) - (x- Xo)2 + ,,')] _,_) (60)
(From Ref. 7)
where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to x.
The following assumptions, which were later proven correct, are
the most important with respect to a general solution of the formulation.
If the deformed shape is a circle, we would obtain F(x)- I and x 0 = 0.
The assumptions are then made that
F(x)- I - kf (FromRef. 7) (61)
where
f = o(1), xo = 0(k).
* ds*
dx* represents the original undeformed shape.
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This allows the deformed shape to vary "only slightly from the
reference shape. The substitution of the above expression for F(x) into
the equilibrium and displacement equations and the neglecting of terms
of order 0{k z) results in the following differential equation.
Zfx z + kG(f', f") = (I - xZ) a + 2x(xo/k)
(From Ref. 7)
(6Z)
where
G(f',f")- (l - xZ)(_f'-Yf") - (x/Z) [zYf'
- (I + x)(Yf')x=-i -(1 - x)(yf')x=-i]
The numerical solutions of the function f and parameter x0 determine all
stresses and deformations of the circular toroid under loading I, range I.
The solution to the circular toroid under loading 2, range 1 !Figure
11) is also obtained from the preceding differential equation by allowing
the total load P applied at the inner and outer rim to act as a Z_nq5 force
to the n_ force due to pressure alone. This results in new values of x0
(Figure 11). In Figure 11, x00 is caused by pressure and x01 is caused
by the axial load P.
%
In References 12 and 13, Jordan develops the more complete differ-
ential equation
-Z
fx z - k re(f) - _--- b(xf) (I - x z)
12
ka
(i -x z) + xx0
2(_ + x)
(63)
where re(f) and b(f) are the contributions of both pressure (membrane)
stiffness and bending stiffness. Thus with References 7, 12, and 13
one is able to solve the circular toroidal shell under loadings 1 and 2,
ranges i, 2, and 3.
F. Summary
At this time only circular toroidal bulkheads have been investigated
in the "exact" range; however, it is possible to extend References 12
and 13 to include other shapes.
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The effect of separating the toroidal bulkheads by cylindrical sections
as in the semi-toroidal tank (Figure 13) should not affect the "exact"
toroidal analyses. The only appreciable effect of the cylindrical portions
would be basic discontinuity effects that occur locally at the bulkhead-
cylindrical junctures.
To summarize the various "exact" and "approximate" solutions and
also determine the validity of these solutions, the following outline is
presented (the loadings and ranges of solutions are designated in Para-
graph A. of this section).
I. Circular Toroidal Configuration
a. Loadings and Ranges
(i) Loading i, Ranges i, 2, and 3 (Exact Solution Range).
Completely solved by References 7, 12, and 13 but not in readily usable
form. The stresses determined by these analyses do not control design.
(2) Loading I, Range 4 (Approximate Solution). Completely
solved by Reference 1 and this report. Computer program available.
Valid for final design.
(3) Loading 2, Ranges i, 2, and 3, (Exact Solution Range).
Completely solved by References 7, iZ, and 13. Not in readily useable
form.
(4) Loading 2, Range 4 (Approximate Solution). No linear
membrane solution is possible.
(5) Loading 3a, Ranges I, 2, and 3 (Exact Solution Range).
No "exact" solution available but nonlinear crown effects are very simi-
lar to loading 1 and do not control design.
(6) Loading 3a, Range 4 (Approximate Solution). Com-
pletely solved by Reference 1 and this report. Computer program avail-
able. Valid for final design.
(7) Loadings 3b, 3c, 3d, Ranges I, 2,
tion Range). Approximately solved by References 7,
readily useable form.
and 3 (Exact Solu-
12, and 13. Not in
(8) Loadings 3b, 3c, 3d, Range 4 (Approximate Solution).
No linear membrane solution is possible.
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CL of Semi-Toroidal Tank
XO = XO0- XO1
- -- - INNER
- CYLINDER
Cylinder
I
'L
Xo:Xo0 ÷ XOI
T
Flexible center
support
Figure 13. Semi-Toroidal Tank under
Fluid Loading (Loading 3d)
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2. Semi-Toroidal Configuration (Elliptical Toroidal and Modified
Ogival Bulkheads )
a. Loadings and Ranges
(I) Loading I, Ranges I, 2, and 3 (Exact Solution Range).
Partially solved by References 7, 12, and 13 for the toroidal heads only.
The stresses determined by these analyses do not control design.
(2) Loading i, Range 4 (Approximate Solution). Completely
solved by Reference 1 and this report. Computer program available.
Valid for final design.
(3) Loading 2, Ranges I, 2, and 3 (Exact Solution Range).
Partially solved by References 7, 12, and 13 for the toroidal heads
only.
(4) Loading 2, Range 4 (Approximate Solution). No linear
membrane solution is possible.
(5) Loading 3a, Ranges i, 2, and 3 (Exact Solution Range).
No solutions available. Nonlinearities are similar to loading 1 and do
not control design.
(6) Loading 3a, Range 4 (Approximate Solution). Completely
solved by Reference 1 and this report. Computer program available.
Valid for final design.
(7) Loadings 3b, 3c, and 3d, Ranges i, 2,
Solution Range). Approximately solved by References 7,
Not in readily usable form.
and 3 (Exact
12, and 13.
(8) Loadings 3b, 3c, and 3d, Range 4 (Approximate
Solution). No linear membrane solution is possible.
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SECTION Vll. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1
With the completion of this report, the present study of the toroidal
configuration is terminated with the exception of the planned testing of
a semi-toroidal and circular toroidal test tank.
Several important milestones were reached during this investigation.
With respect to original work, the derivation of the equations which handle
both uniform pressure and certain fluid effects simultaneously, the deter-
mination of hoop compression parameters and the development of the
general computer program are the main accomplishments. Also, the
classification of general toroidal loadings and ranges of solutions and the
summarizing of the state- of- the- art is important.
From a design standpoint, Reference 2 indicated that the semi-
toroidal configuration compares very favorably with existing configurations
such as the common bulkhead concept. Reference 2 was conducted to
establish a minimum weight semi-toroidal (Figure 14) or modified ogival
(Figure 15) stage configuration based on existing S-II stage (Figure 16)
design criteria. There was no intention of replacing the S-II stage, but
to provide a proven design with which to compare these new stage concepts.
Figure 17 indicates the final optir_ized semi-toroidal configuration that
resulted from this study. Figure 18 shows the "ideal" weights of the
various configurations studied. Since no discontinuity effects, thermal
stresses, weld lands, etc. were considered, the "ideal" weight was
increased 15 percent. The final results indicated an S-II structural
weight of 51 607 pounds as compared to the semi-toroidal stage weight
of 46 600 pounds. Figure 19 compares the lengths of the toroidal con-
figurations to the present S-II stage.
Analytically, there is still a great deal to be done; however, the work
accomplished by Jordan (Ref. 7, 12, and 13) should be rated as the best
with respect to the development of the necessary theories to handle still
pressing engineering problems. Perturbations upon the asymptotic
analyses of these reports should help clarify such problems as vibration,
buckling under internal and external loads, and stiffening on the general
toroidal configuration.
This present study of the toroidal configuration has been, through
necessity, a mixture of both analysis (Ref. 1 and this report) and design
(Ref. 2). Perhaps this is an advantage with respect to a new configuration
in that it tends to temper analytical judgement with practical considera-
tions. The author feels a good balance of both has been accomplished.
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Figure
J
FWD Skirt
Semi-Toroidal Bulkhead
Center Tube
LH2 Tank
Intertank
LOX Tank
Bulkhead - Thrust Structure
Interstage
14. Semi-Toroidal Stage Configuration
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/
Fonvard Sk|rt
Hodtfied _ival Bulkhead
_ " Center Tube
' _\
I
I ji/I
LH2 Tank
Intertank
LOX Tank
\ ._._ Bulkhead - Thrust Structure
"_' _
_,,, _i_ _Interstage
P7 /
Figure 15. Modified Ogival Stage Configuration
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APPENDIX
A. Computation of Partial Weights of Fluids
For the upper eliptical toroidal bulkhead
(Ref. Figure A. l, page 56 )
W_l - Let hi = Hz - (_ + c), hs = z' - (_ + c)
For the upper modified ogival bulkhead
(Ref. Figure A.3, page 58 )
W_I - Let hl = Hz - (_o + c), hs =z' - (_o + c)
- (_o+_i+c),hs = z, _ (_o+ _i )Wpl - Let hi = Hz- 2 2 + c
Wpl- b_ Yz (cZ - z z) dz ± (cZ - zZ) dz
c z ./
hs hs
c =b Yz 1 h_WP1"4"= 2ab_rYZc J z _ h,} +T sin-1 * cZ cZhl -
TrbZyz (cZhs l h_)}4- c z ___
(A-I)
+
The plus sign is used for Wp: and the minus sign for Wpl .
For the lower elliptical toroidal bulkhead
(Ref. Figure A.2, page 56 )
+
Wpz - Let hz = Hz for Hz < z', hz = z' for Hz > z'
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Figure A.2. Free Body of Portion of Lower Elliptical
Toroidal Bulkhead
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For the lower modified ogival bulkhead
(Ref. Figure A.4, page 58
W_z - Let hz = Hz for Hz < z
W_z - Let hz = Hz for Hz < z
hz=z_ < (_- c
± 2 abc_ryz f cWpz - (c z
c -hz
W_z_ 2abwYz [dw
c k4
wbZ Yz [ 1 3
C2 L" : c
)
I < l
= c, hz = z I <= c for Hz > z
t_°) for Hz > z t
zZ)  bZ,2 $ec
- dz ± cZ j (c z - z z) dz
c -hz
2 chz - z/ -_--sin -1
+ cZhz + _ (c - hz) 3
The plus sign is used for W_z and the minus for WpI O
For the upper oblate spheroidal bulkhead
(Ref. Figure A.5, page 60 )
Wp3 (semi-toroidal tank) - Let h3 = Hi - (f + c), h6 = z' - (_ + c)
Wps (mod. ogival tank) - Leth, = H, - ('_° + li + c)2
h6= z'- ( l°+_i+c)2
(cz- z z) dz1= wb_#
(A-2)
(A -3)
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Figure A.4. Free Body of Portion of Lower Modified
Ogival Bulkhead
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For the lower oblate spheriodal bulkhead
(Ref. Figure A.6, page 60 )
Wp4 (semi-toroidal tank) - Let h4 = Hi - (c - cl) for H1 < z',
h4 = z' - (c - Cl) for H1 > z'
Wp4(m°dified °givaltank)- Leth4=Hl-( c - cl _i -_°)2
for H1 < < ( _i - _°1
= Z = C _ ,
h4=z w - (C-Cl _i- _°I f°r HI> z' and z'<2 = (c _i - _o)
Wp4 = c-_ wblZY1 [ 1(clz- Zl2) dzl = 2 " -"3"el
, 1 ]Cl + Clgh4+-_(cl - h4)3.
(A-4)
To determine the weight Wp s carried by the center support, it is
necessary to consider several cases of fluid height.
For HI <= c, Hz= c< (semi-toroidal tank):
Wp5 = Wp4 + Wpz
h4 = H1 - (c - cl) for Wp4
hz = Hz for Wpz
For l_ + c = H1 > c, Hz _-< c (semi-toroidal tank):
Wps = Wp4 + Wpz + wYlb_ (HI - c)
h4 = Cl for Wp4
hz = Hz for Wpz
(A-5)
(A-6)
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CL Tank
Figure A.5. Free Body of Portion of Upper Oblate
Spheroidal Bulkhead
Tank
N¢=Sct _ bl :--; bl _ N¢=Sct
L C-Cx(S.T.Tanks) ZI
C-CI-(_i'_o)(M.G,Tanks)
"-'-'Z-'--
Figure A.6. Free Body of Portion of Lower Oblate
Spheroidal Bulkhead
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For H1 > _ + c, Hz =< c (semi-toroidal tank):
Wp5 = Wp4 + wI_ z + w_lb z f + Wpa
h4 = cl for Wp4
hz = Hz for Wp2
h3 = Hx - (_ + c) and h6 = 0 for Wp_
For HI =< c, f + c >_- Hz >c (semi-toroidal tank):
Wps = Wp4 + Wl_z + _/z (a z - bl) (Hz - c)
h4 = H1 - (c - cl) for Wp4
hz = c for W_z
For f + c -> HI > c, f + c => Hz> c (semi-toroidaltank):
(A-V)
(A-S)
Wp5 = Wp4+ W_z+ wYlb_ (Hz - c) + _rYz (a z - b z) (Hz - c)
h4 = cI for Wp4
hz = c for Wpz
For H1 > f + c, f + c => Hz > c (semi-toroidal tank):
(A-9)
Wp5 = Wp4 + WI_ z + a'r'YIbZf + TrYZ (a z - b z) (Hz - c) + Wp3
h4 = cl for Wp4
hz = c for Wpz
h3 = H1 - (f + c) and h6 = 0 for Wp3
For H1 _-< c, Hz > f + c (semi-toroidal tank):
Wp5 = Wp4 + Wpz + ,r_'z (a z - b,z) ._ + Wp_
h4 = H1 - (c - cl) for Wp4, hz= c for Wpz
hi = Hz - (f + c) and h5 = 0 for Wpx
(A-10)
(A-11)
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For f + c >_- HI > c, Hz> f + c (serni-toroidal tank):
Wps : Wp4 + W_z + _Ylb_ (H1 - c) + _Yz (a z - b_) f + W_I _
h4 = c! for Wp4, hz = c for Wp- z
hl = Hz - (f + c) and hs = 0 for Wpl
For HI > f + c, Hz > f + c (semi-toroidal tank):
Wp5 = Wp4 + Wp2 + _Ylb_ f + _Yz (a z - bl) f + Wpl + Wps
h4 = cl for Wp4, hz = c for Wpz
hl = Hz - (_ + c) and h5 = 0 for Wpl
h3 = HI - (f + c) and h6 = 0 for Wps
(fi-fo) Hz < ( fi- fo) (rood.For HI =< c _ , = c
(A-12)
(A-13)
ogival tank):
Wps = Wp4 + Wpz
h4 = H1 - (c - cl -
hz = Hz for Wpz
( fi- fq) >H1For fi + c _ =
fi - fo) for2 Wp4
( ,, (,,:,o)> c _ , Hz_--- c 2
(A-14)
(mod. ogival tank):
Wp5 = Wp4+ W l_z+ wYlbl z [H1- (c
h4 = cl for Wp4, hz = Hz for WI_ z
(A-IS)
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_orH,>l_+(c-_4"_)I,H2-<(_li 2 f-o)(mod, ogival tank):
W.ps = Wp4+ Wp-_+ _rYlb_ i + Wp3
h 4 = c 1 for Wp4 , h z = H z for W_-X
h,= Hi_ [_i+ (c _i -f_O)] andh6= 0 for Wp,
c _i - _o)
(A-16)
(mod. ogival tank):
h 4 = H i - c - c z _ Wp4
hz= (c _i: f°) for W_-z
l_'or{_i+(c _i - _°.)]>: =HI
_-_I ,A-,7,
+(c _:-_°)l->H_>(c: -_)
(mod. ogival tank):
Wps= Wp4+ W_-_+ wYib_[H:- (c
_i :-___O)]+ 7rYz(aZ - b_)It-I z - (c
h 4 = c I for Wp4
hz= (c fi _ 'o)for W_- z
For H, >I_i+ (c _i i _0)], [_i+ (c ____o)]> Hz > (c-_--_)
(mod. ogival tank):
(A-18)
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h 4
For H 1 =<(c ogival tank):
Wp5 = Wp4 + W_-_ + wY 2 {a z - b z) _i + W_-]
h 4
h 2
hi = Hz - [_i
For [_i
:__ (_.__._),o_ w_
for W_--_
(_-_-_/1_n_ = _ for
(A-Z0)
(rood. ogival tank):
Wp5 = Wp4+ W_-_ + wYz {az- b_)li + wYlb_[H 1 -(c
h 4 = c 1 for Wp4
= _ for2 WF'1
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Wp5 = Wp4+ W_-2 + vY z (a 2 - b_)£i + v'Ylb_£i + W_I + Wp3 (A-22)
h 4 = c 1 for Wp4
h z = (c_
2 w_ -1
h, [fi+(c
Determine the lower skirt weight, Wp6
For H i _-<c (semi-toroidal and rood. ogival tank):
= H z -
- _ and h 6 = 0 for Wp3
Wp6 = W_z
h i = H l for W_z
For _ + c -> H 2 > c (semi-toroidal tank),
For £o + c > H z > c (mod. ogival tank):
Wp6 = Wp+z + w_/a b (2a + b) (H a -
h a = c for Wp+z
c)
For H z > (_ + c ) (semi-toroidal tank):
wp, = w_ + _,b (Za + b) _+ Wp+l
h i = c for Wl_ z
h i = H z - (l+ c) and hs= 0 for WI_ *
(A-z3)
(A-24)
(A-25)
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For H_ > (to + c) (mod. ogival tank)
Wp6 = + {Za+ b)*o+ W;I
h a = c for W_z
h 1 = H a - (go + c) and h s = 0 for M/_I
(A-26)
B. Elliptical Toroidal and Modified Ogival Shell Geometry
The equation of the elliptical toroidal shell and the modified ogival
shell (Figure A. 7) is
x 2 z 2
= I. (A-27)b__f + uc 2
Solving for z,
z = ±(c/b) b z _ x z z •
The present derivations wifl be aoncerned with +z only because of
symmetry. Differentiate z with respect to x.
_=+(b)(b2_x z
(__)z Zxz
dz -cx c
--= ( z// ' = bZ(b z _x z)dx b b a - x z
The derivation of the general expression for sinqb is necessary for the
solution of the equilibrium equations (Figure A. 7).
dz dz dz/dx
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Figure A.7. Geometric Parameters of the Elliptical
Toroidal and Modified Ogival Shells
6?
Substituting in the appropriate expressions,
following equation.
sin _ =
-cx
[b4 - x 2 {b2 - ca)]I/a
sin %bis reduced to the
To conform to the coordinate system and the sign convention of the
equilibrium Equations (3) and (6), the sign of sin _b will be changed to
positive for +x. Finally,
sin ¢ = cx (A-Z8)
[b 4 - x z (b z - cz)]Vz "
With respect to the general shell equation,
rl/
(A-Z9)
interval pressure p is considered always positive, thus rl and rz are
positive only when they are on the same side of the surface as the
pressure (Figure A. 7).
From the calculus
[1 + (dz/a_)'] %
rl = (dZz / dx z)
This reduces to the following expression:
r,=_lug.- x'(b'-"c')l/'
b4c
In this analysis rl will always be positive; therefore, we will change
the sign of rl to positive.
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: Ibm- (b2_c21]'/2
r I b4c (A-30)
In a circular toroidal shell b = c = R, thus Equation (A-30) results in
r 1 = R (A-31)
From Figure A. 7
r2=
a + x (a + x)[b 4 - x a (b z - cZ)] 1/z
- (A-3Z)
sin _ cx
Note that the above expression is positive for +x and negative for -x;
this conforms to the sign convention indicated in Figure A. 7.
For acircular toroidal shell Equation (A-28) reduces to
x
sin _ = _ (A-33)
where b = c = R; thus for a circular toroidal shell
(a+x) R
r z = (A-34)
x
The geometric parameters derived in Paragraph B of this Appendix
are basically identical to those in Reference 5.
C. Oblate Spheroidal Shell Geometry
We note that sin _ is the same for the oblate spheroidal shell as
for the elliptical thoroidal shell (Figure A. 8). The only basic difference
between the elliptical toroidal bulkhead and the oblate spheroidal bulk-
head with respect to geometric parameters is that a = 0 for the oblate
spheroid. Therefore,
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sin _ - c lxl
[b_,- x_(b_- c_l]1/,, (A-35)
= [bI - x_ (b_ - c_)]va
r 1 b_c I ' (A-36)
r,_= [bl - x_(b_- c_] '/'-
C 1
(A-37)
For a spheroidal bulkhead bl = cl = R1, and Equations (A-35),
(A-36), and (A-37) reduce to the following expressions.
sin + = x_ (A-38)
Rl '
rl = R1 , (A-39)
r a = R1 (A-40)
D. Computer Program
i. Abstract
This computer program is written in FOI_T/R_&N II for the
GE235 computer. Utilizing the equations of Reference 1 and this report,
the program calculates the iinear membrane forces at any point in a
semi-toroidal or modified ogival tank under varying internal liquid
and/or uniform pressure loading s and the total liquid reaction to the
center support and lower skirt. It also computes ideal thicknesses for
both the upper and lower buIkheads at a predetermined number of
points. For criticaimeridional or hoop tension forces, the thicknesses
are based on an allowable uniaxial stress; for critical hoop compression
forces, approximately required thicknesses are caIculated by the follow-
ing equation.
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1(A-41)tc = ( KE /
Weights of the bulkheads are also computed, including both a monocoque
weight and a reduced weight that is determined by substituting approxi-
mate waffle pattern weights for the hoop compression areas of the head.
We note also that this program can be used for the analysis of a
cylindrical tank with oblate spheroidal heads provided dummy toroidal
data is inputed with _/z and Poz equal to zero.
2. Notation
Following is a comparison of text and program notation.
Definitions are included if necessary.
Text Program Definition
a CUL (")
a CLL (")
bl RI (")
a + b RO (")
b A (")
c B (")
c I CILOX (")
or 4 FL (")
_ WLHZ (#) Weight of liq_d (limit) reacted through the center
tube _r_)l_ tl_e center support reaction of another
tank.
7Z
Text
n
P0z
_Z
Poi
H z
H1
E
K
Program
ACCEL
PUO
GAMMO
GAMMI
FACSA
PUI
HOPO
HOPI
E
FTU
DEN
XXROU
XXRIU
FK
WAF
TIVIIN
Definition
(#/,,z) Ullage pressure (limit) in the outer cylinder
region.
(#/,,3) Unit weight of liquid (limit) in the outer tank.
(#/"_) Unit weight of liquid (limit) in the inner tank.
Factor of safety.
(#/,,z) Ullage pressure (limit) in the inner cylinder
region.
(")
(") H I is measured from bottom of toroidal bulkhead.
HOPI is measured from bottom of spheroidal
bulkhead.
(#/,,2)
(#/,,z) Uniaxial tension allowable (ultimate and cryo-
genic).
(#/,,3) Density of material used in tank.
Number of divisions in the distance 2A made for
point calculations on the toroidal or ogival bulkhead.
Use even floating point number.
Number of divisions in the distance RI made for point
calculations on the oblate spheroidal bulkhead. Use
even or odd floating point number.
Approximate waffle pattern weight reduction factor
for the hoop compression areas of the bulkheads.
(") Minimum specified thickness (see Paragraph 3)
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Text
X or x I
Z orz 1
N@
t
Program
FNC
XXFLO
XXFLI
TRANS
NCASE
X
Y
FPHI
FTHETA
T
TAVG
WTELE
XF LO,
XFLI
Definition
(#/,,)
Number of.divisions in the distance FL for point
calculations on the outer cylinder and center tube
for the semi-toroldal tank and on the outer cylinder
for the modified ogival tank.
Number of divisions for point calculations on the
center tube (over the length _i in Figure Z) for the
modified ogival tank (XXFLI = 0. for _he semi-
toroidal tank).
(See Paragraph 3)
(See Paragraph 3)
(")
(")
(#/,')
(#/")
(") Required thickness at a given point in a toroidal,
modified ogival, or oblate spheroidal head.
(") Average thickness of bulkhead element between
two given points in a toroidal, modified ogival,
or oblate spheroidal head.
(#)Weight .of bulkhead element between two given
points in a toroidal, modified ogival, or oblate
spheroidal head.
(") The interval of stress readout for the outer
cylinder measured from the top of the cylinder
and the center tube measured from the top of
the tube.
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Sign Convention:
Tension Force (+)
Compression Force (-)
Geometric Convention - Same as Reference 1 and this report.
3. Restrictions and Limitations
NCASE must be a fixed point integer equal to the
number of cases being run.
TRANS must have the value 1. or the value 2. ;
if not, the program will stop.
TRANS = 1. if minimum thickness (TMIN) is
specified.
TRANS = 2. if minimum thickness (TMIN) is not
specified.
Because of mathematical procedures, the maximum
value of the liquid level (HOPO) is 0. 001" from the
top of the toroidal or modified ogival heads.
If the forces FPHI = FTHETA = 0., the thickness,
T, at a given point in a toroidal, modified ogival,
or oblate spheroidal bulkhead is printed out as
TMIN.
The program assumes equal pressure throughout
the tank if GAMMO = GAMMI; therefore, causing
an overpressure on the upper oblate spheroidal
bulkhead (the top of toroidal or modified ogival
bulkhead is assumed above or equal to the top of
the oblate spheroidal bulkhead). If GAMMO =
GAMMI but the inner cylinder and outer cylinder
are not interconnected for equalized pressure
effects, allow GAMMO and GAMMI to vary by
0. 00001 #/"_ in the input data.
This program is restricted to toroidal loadings 1
and 3a (see Section VI).
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4.
The input data and corresponding column location on
each input card are of the following order.
The first input card is the NCASE card. This card gives the
number of cases to be run as a fixed point integer with the last integer
in card column 5. The NCASE card is followed by NCASE sets of input
data consisting of four cards each. For each set of input data the cards
are of the following form.
Col. 1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80
Card 1 CUL CLL RI RO
Card 2 WLH2 ACCEL PUO GAMMO
Card 3 HOPI E FTU DEN
Card 4 TMIN FNC XXFLO XXFLI
A B CILOX FL
GAMMI EACSA PUI HOPO
XXROU XXRIU FK WAF
TRANS
s.
The listing, including subroutines,
following page s.
is given on the
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7. Detailed Flow Chart
A detailed flow chart is here included for the convenience
of the program user.
KOHHQN CULmCLLIRI IRO_AtBjCiLOXIFL,M..HZDACCEL
, \ REPEATTO,,,\
_-_N FOR E_
READ 198INCASE C:1,1÷!,... INCA5
_ NTRANS=TRAN$
AA=A:$$Z
AC=A-CUL
BA:B/A
READ 200tCUL,¢LLeRIeRO, A,B,C|LOX_FL,I_.H2jACCEL,PUO,GAHHOeGANHleFACSAePU|,
HOPOeHOPIpE_FTUjOENIXXROUeXXRIUtFKpWAFeTM|NsFNCwXXFLOpXXFLIeTRANS
CA:CUL*A
C:CUL
¢2=CILOX$$2
D[LT:RI/XXRIU
R | 2=R l _Z FLB=FL÷B JROU=XXROU
CZRZ=CUL_Z-R 12 GG=GAHHO-GAHN | JR:JROU/2÷I
FACT:FACSA_tR 12/(Z. _CILOX) GI :GAMH| XXFL=XXFLO
PI:3.1415927
PRINT 204 PRINT 20SICUI-ICLLsRIpRO_A
_PRINT PRINT 207,B,CILOX,FL,IdI.H2jACCEL ]_PRINT
PRINT 209,P'JOeGAHI'tO, GANNI,FACSA,PUi ]--_--'--'_
PRINT 210__
PRINT 212
PRINT ZI31XXROU,XXRIUIFKBWAFwTNIN_
PRINT 2|I,_BHOPIIEjFTUwDEN
.,., z.o_--_ .,., .,,..c,x,_Lo,x**L,,,..sI--__--,., 'o,_
1Z0
KOHHON CUL*CLLIRI_ROmA,BwCILOXIFLtEIt.H_ACCEL
COMPUT£0 GO TO
IF THE VALU[ TRANSF£R
HTRANS TO
IS STATEHENT
I 302
Z 301
PRINT 259 PRINT Z14
PRINT 216
__ XROU:O.
SIPPY:O.
BC:B-CILOX
XROU=AC÷RI .
SIPPY:BA#SQRTF (AA- (CUL-R|)4Ev, c2)
SY:SIPPY
8C:B-CILOX-SIPPY
F-_
XA:XROU-A I_ _
X^2:XA##Z
HIPPY:BA#SQRTF(AA-XAZ)
NGO: l
XLONGO=FLB+HIPPY
XLANGO=FLB÷8 ]__ - J-q..T,.._--_
J I F,,4.
Z
r_ t4P| | TH:O.
121
KOHHOH CULICLLIR|mRO,A,BBC|LOX,FL,_iL.HZ,ACC[L
+o,o,o41I,, H
PTO::PPT (PUO, f, Oi _t XLONGOt 0. )
L - A J__ H l P:HOPO-FLB
kl° 1UP=k_ 1 (HIPp-1.)
kP lOH:l,_l (_(Pl-I .)
kP] I TH=kPI UP-kPL ON
H
HEP: XLONGO-FLB_
FPHUTU=FPH (WPI I TH j PTO)
FTHUTU:FTH (t,/P 1 ! THpPTO)
FPHUTU: (PTO_AA)/B_FACSA
FTHUTU=. 5_FPHUTU t 'GO TO 70 WP1DN=WPI (H(PI*I.)I,/P 11TH=I_qo 1 UP -hip ION
)
RZ: ((CUL÷XA) ¢SORTI: (AA¢_2-XA2# (AA-B¢_2)) ) I (O_Xk)
R3=AGSF (R2)
COHPUT(O GO TO
IF TH( VALUe TRANSF(R
NTRANS TO
IS STATEHENT
l 800
Z sSO
FPHUTU:FPH ( -kiP | I TH I PTO)
FTHUTU=FTH ( -t4P 11 TH, P TO)
FTHUAU:ABSF (FTHUTU)
TCOHP:SQRTF ((FTHUAU_R3) / (FK_,'[))
TTr'N:FPHUTU/FTU
122
TCOHP-TTEN
KOHHON CULmCLLIRlwROsA,BmCILOXmFLm_.H21ACCEL
TTEN-THIN H. TO"1
TOI=TCCHPTWAI= OIM,/AF
GO TO 101
FPHUTU-FTHUTU_ _I
TTEN:FTHUTU/FTU
i__ COHPUTEO GO TO
|F THE VALUE TRANSFER
OF' NTRANS TO
|5 STATEHENT
| 801
2 72
I TTEN:FPHUTU/FTU
COHPUTEO GO TO
IF THE VALUE TRANSFER
C_ NTRANS TO
IS $TATEHENT
l 801
2 TZ
TAVG=AVG(TOIIT02) I_._ _
TAVGW=AVG ( TWAI eTWA_')
WTELE-'WT£ (C BTAVG)
WTELW'-'-WI'E (C _TAVGW)
WTTO:WTTO+WTELE
WTTOW:WTTOW+WTELW I "_ "1
PRIN1 2SOITAVGmWTELE
123
KOHHON CUL*CLL,RIBROIApBICILOXIFLIM.HZIACCEL
'_ _ TOZ:TO|
I PRINT 2S:tXIDY|jFPHUTUpFTHUTUjTO| TWA2:T_AJ
X2=Xl
YZ:YI
GO TO 6600 I IXROU:XROU÷OELTA
_t" --_ ¢ONT 1NUE J--_
0
0
4.
@
I
COHPUTED ,;O TO i
IF THE VALUE TRANSFER I
I
OF' NGO TO I
15 STATEHENT I
| 6004 I
,2 6104 ,J
XROU: XR AU4'Di:'L TA
J-(JRO(./÷I)_ _.
PAINT 2S2 s t41"TO PRINT 253 PRINT 254
WTTi:O.
PRINT 25S0WTTOt4 WTTik":-O. PRINT
/ .lU=O.I
PRINT 256
$Z=SIPPY_2.
214
FCS=FC+S2
HI PP i :C I LOXIR I XtSQRTF (R i 2-XR I U.kOZ)XLOHG 1N_I:FCS',HIPPI
HOPI- XLONG I
124
KOHHON CULICLLmR|tROwAsB,CILOXIFLmklt.HZBACCEL
_GO TO 410 I
XLONG:X/ONGi+BoCILOX-$1ppY
PTO=PPT (PUOBGODHOPOo XLONG! oBC)
I.,,:-,-,c,I--_.***x._o,-,csH
K
4.
PTI=PPT (PU! oGI IHOPI pXLONG! tO.) IJ_)l
/
FPHUOU:PT I _,FACT
FTHUOU:FPHUOU I "|
GO TO Soo J
HCPO- XL(_IG
FPHUOU:FPHOU(PT| pt,/P3OSH) I___ _FTHU U:FTH U (PT 1 wWP3OSH)
FTHUOU:FPHUCXJ
GO TO S00
I t,_3OSH--_3 (H |K wHI:'K)
3
i
_TO'°°I
L__ FPHUOU: FPHOU ( P TO t kt:3OSH )T FTHOU PTOeWP30_H)
0
4.
HOPO- XLONG
RZ i :SQRTF (R 12#'_2_H ! PPI tlCZ+CZt, tZ,_XR 1 Ut/_2 )/CZ ,_qTCOFIP | =SQR TF ((FTHUHUtRZ!) I (FK_E))TT£N! :FPHUOUIFTU
125
• ¢OHPUT(0 GO TO
IF THE VALUE TRANSFER
OF NTRANS TO
IS STATEMENT
! 81o
2 640
KONHON CULICLLpRItROeAwBsCILOXmFLjblLHZjACCEL
TCOHP i -TTENI
H GO TO S03 J
TCOHP I - TN I N H GO TO 5O4 TWAI:TO| GO TO 50S
j TOl:TCOHP !TWA |: TO144,/AF
GO TO 50S I
GO TO 551J
I ,,.+-,z.+ TTENI :FTHUOU/FTU
FPHUOU-FTHUOU 'L_. _ TO|:THIN L__,._ _
J "1 TWAI:TOI I "
COHPUTEO GO TO
IF THE VALUE TRANSFER
OF NTRANS TO
IS STATEMENT
l ell
2 S03
IZ6
KOHHOH CULICLLIRIIRODA_BICILOXIFL_t_-HZ)_CCEL
j__ COHPUT£O GO TO
IF TH( VALUE TRAHSFER
I TT£Ni=FPHUOU/FTU OF NTRANS TOIS STATENENT
1 811
2 503
PRINT ZSO;TAVG|,WTEL(I _"_
COHPUTEO GO TO
IF THE VALUE; TRANSFER
OF NGO TO
IS STATEHENT
1 599
Z 2599
[AvovocoUWTwwE ]TAVGWI =AVO (TWAI eTWA2I I1 WTTI_=WTTIW+Wi"ELW!NTELE! -'HIE (0. pTAVGI )_TELUi :_/T( (0. t TAVG_I ) I
PRINT Z51 _X| sY1 mFPHUOUeFTHUOUm TO/ T_A2=TWAt
X2--XI
YZ--Yt
I++1_
XRIU:XRIU+OELTI1
-.__ TO+OOI _ --_I CONTINUE XRI
0 0
6O TO Z600 I
PRINT 214
PRINT Z54
127
KOHHON CULwCLLmRimROmAsBmCILOX_FLtt_.HZmACCEL
G=B-$1PP¥ FLAP=F'L|P-XFL! _ION=O.
sz:s:_Y,z. .-J "1_,uo:o. I I
_ I,L,,o,cI ,
_ Sl PtYS=O" F"_ GO TO 100| I
PTAT--.PUOJ 'O =PUO H ¢C_IT|NUE m _|-C'LOX _ CONT|NUE m HOP|-F'L|P m _IP30"_H=O° m _|'FLAP __ _
,o,o,oo,I I_,o,_:o. _,o,,o,I
HIK=HOPI-FLIP
HEK:O.
t,_P3OSH=I, JP3 (HIK_HEK)
128
KOHHON ¢UL_CLLmRI_ROpAsB,C|LOXIFL,kl..HZ_ACCEL
I'T':'''"O''°''"O_''FL'''O"I_ °00"OeI i
GO TO 8052 I I PTA:PPT (PUOeGOoHOPOIFLAPpBC) H
PTO:PPT (PUOp G4)l, HOPOe FLAN e O. )
11e
GO TO 3o01 _- (FLIP÷BC)
H PTAT:PUO _,
H GO TO 3001
HEP:SIPPY
WPIUP=_PI(HIP_-I.)
,_4PIDN=WPI(HEPp-I,I
129
KOHHOH CUI.,CLL,RImRO,A,BIClLOXtFL,klLHZ,ACCEL
I_PSUO:lqlP| (HIPt'b| • )PTOT=PPT (PUO0 GO_ HOPO_ FL | N j O. )
0
PTAT:PTOT H GO TO 3001
GO TO 3OOl
PPH ICT: IPTITVRIZ_'PTAT#C2RZ- (kLH2+t,.'P IUP-k'PI OH4"t,_P3OSH)/Pi )/(2.:t:Rl)
FTHECT:R I • (PT I-PTA)
FPH IOC= ( (PTOT:tA# (2. #CUL ÷A) -_:) 1UO,,'P | ) / (2 • #CA) ) .t.F'NC
FTHF'OC:PTO_CA
oZ
FLI :F'I.4-$2
PRINT 1218,XFLI,FPHICTpFTHECT,XFL_,FPHIOC,FTHEOC H GO TO 7004 I
PRINT lZleeXFL| ,FPHICTeFTH[CT
XFL 1 :XFL | _FL 1 / XXFL I
XFL:XFL_FL/XXF'L
JHxFI:L ! l--L) [
r
GO TO IZ99 ]
130
KOHMON CULICLLIRI_RO,A,BIC|LOX,F.Ltkq.H2mACCEL
IP_,..'2'.,XFL,_.,CT,_,._C,,XFL,_P.,_,F,.E__
PRINT 2201
XFL=XFL÷FL/XXF'L L_XF/L I
_F'LI:_F'L' I "t__L_ CCNTINUE
,F
IF THE VALUE TRANSF.ER
OF NTRANS TO
|S $TAT£HENT PRINT 259
1 2302
2 2301
PRINT 2215
60TO2001] IPoI_XR:xO_R_/C;I_LITAl--_
XA:XROU._..,O_I..._A
XAZ:XA*:eLZ
HIPPT=BA#SQRTF.(AA-XA2)
NGO=Z
I,_JPOP:POP4.J, H PAP=J-|J = J POP XR AU: OEL TA*PAP
XLOH60:B-HIPP¥
0
4.
e
131
KOHHON CULjCLLmRiIRO,g,B,CILOX,FL,M.HZ,ACCEL
WP:' i TH:O.
4.
JR GO TO 2704
I pTO:PpT (PUOs ¢_, HOPO. XL_IGO, O. )
COHT ! NU( HOPO- XLONGO
° ,
R)_ WP2[ TH:WP2 (HIP,- | .)
FPItUTU=FPH (-WP2 | TH, PTO)
FTHUTU=FTH (-kP2 i THe PTO)
GO TO 2702
FPHUTU= (PTOSAA)/B_%FACSA
FTHUTU: • 54drPHUTU
___ FPHUTU:FPH(WPZITH,PTO) _ GO TO ?O J[WPE|TIt=WP2(HIPII.) j "i IrT : T ( ' I ' )
13Z
KOHHON CUC,CLLsRI,RO, A,B,C|LOX,FL,_I.HZjACCEL
PRINT 2252mWTTO PRINT 253 PRINt 254
WTTI:O,
PRINT ZZSS,W'rTOWj "1WTTIW=O. I ""_'"_"_ 3 PRINT 214
| XR,U=o.]
HIPP|=CILOX/R|,_SQRTF(RI2-XRIU#_2)
NGO=2
XLO_IGI=CILOX-HIPP|
PTI=PU[
J_ PRINT 2256 _,
HIK=HOPI
k'P4OSH=WP4 (HIK)
HAPO=HOPO- B÷C | LOXPTI=PPT (PUI ,GI .HOP!, XLONGI jO.) PTO=PPT (PUOI £.,.Ot HOPOI, XL(_IG| ,BC)
• GO 3
GO TO 2452 J ] HIK=XLONGI
4'
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KOMNGN CUL.,CLL,Ri_RO, AeBeCILOX#FL,t_-He,ACC[L
FPt4UOU=PTleFACT ___FT_tUOU=IrpHuou I .| GO TO $00 ] FPHUOU=PTOtFACTIrTHUOU:FPHUOU_ 60 TO SO0 J
0 FPHUOU:FPttOU (PT! I-kP4OSH)
FTHUOU=FTHOU (PT| ; -t,JP4OSH) , I11
_ FPHU_J:FPHOU (PTO: -t_P4_H ) _._
"_ FTHUQ_/=FTI'tOU (PTOj -WP403H)
PRINT ZZST_t4TTZ PRINT e53
' 0
PGARFL:PGAR8FL! _ j *
PRINT Z54 PRINT 2258sWTTIW PGAC:PI*GAHMOSACCELSC2RZ "_.__
• PGACFL:PGAC44:LI I
_r,o TO soo2 J
SIPPY:SY
SZ:SIPPY#2.
FLIP:Irc*s2
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)t_P21TH=O.
t_=WP2 i TH*kA.H2
KOMHQH CUL*CLL*RIIRO_A,B_CILOXtFL,Wt.HZ,ACCEL
--_ CONT I NU(
GO TO t3SO
HOP:HOPO ___
WPZ I TH:_P2 (HOP p - |. )
• tVW=-kt+2 | TH+_A.H2
G:B-SIPP¥
0
)-G -
GO TO 3299 H(_I-CILOX
I--_ EP4OSH=EP4 (HOK) GO TO t3SO I
l l, kP 5 :kbl÷t_P4OSH
_IP4OSH=WP4 ( I.,I_ )
_I'WW= WI+,I+.klP 405 H
HOP1-FLIP _
WP21TH=WP2 (HOP f - |. )
'_/:WP21 TH +_JI.H2
t_P 5 =k_/+PGAR_ (HOP I -C | LOX )
J[GO TO 1350 I
HIK=H<_I-FLIP
HrK=O.
k'P3OSH=WP3 (H I K _ HEK)
t+P S=bP.slW+ PGARFL +WP 3OSH
I,_O0- FL 1H
H CONTINUE
0
41.
klPS=k&/÷POAC4c (_O)
_O0 TO t3SO I
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KOHHOH CUL_CLL,R|tROmAsBtCILOX,FL,V-.HZ,ACC£L
HCK=HOPI
C_T ! NU£,
t_ 5-. _IW+ PG AC4K(H(_O- G)
I H(_: Ci LOX
WP4OSH:WP4 (I-I_)
WTER H=t_÷t_P4OSH +PGAC4s (HOPO- G)
H GO TO 1350 JHOPI-FLIP _ WPS=WTrRM_.PGAR#(I._|.CILOX)
HF'p=S | PPY UHD=WP 1UP,-WP ! ON CCNT ! NUll
WP IUP=WPI (HZP_-I.)
WP 1 ON=WPI (HEPt-l.)
o
I| °
WP4OSH=k'P4 (HOK)
_['C'ILOX'H_ WP 5=b/W*_4OSH * PGA¢lrlL"* UHO
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KOHHON CUL,CLLIR|,ROIA_Bs¢|LOXIFLIk_.H2,ACCLrL
_JP4OSH:_;P4 (HOK) GO |3SO
_TIrRH:_i_P4OSH_UM0_PGACFL J
HIK=HOPI-FL|P ]_____
HEK=O. FPH|CS=_PS/(2,¢P|_Ri)
k93OSH=k93 (H | K pHrK) FTHECS=0,
WPS:WTrRH÷PGARFL_P3OSH
GO TO 1450 J
_ PR|NT. 1219 DWPS: FPH | C$ mFTHIrCS
0
-B_ HOP:HCPO
I_P2|TH:WPZ(14CPel.)
_$:_J 2|TH
! oPGA=P | ,I_GAHHO*ACCCI.*A* (Z • _¢LL'e'A )
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KOHHON CULBCLLwR|_RO_A,BmC|LOX,FLtWLHZlACCEL
I/
HI P:HOPO-FLI H _| PPHILS:WP6/(Z. _PI #CA) ÷FNC
WPIUP=MPI (HIPp_,I .) J_--_ FTH£LS=O.WPS=WP21 TH_PGAtFL'*WPIUP WPT=WP$',WP6-tA-H2
_PR|NT
PRINT IZZO_WP6sFPHILSeFTHELS_-_
----_ CONT INUE PRINT 30001221eHPT
__TRANSFER TO $USROUTINE%L__.__EXIT 2 "
AVG=|TI"TZ)/Z*
FPH_FA_$A_((PT#xA_(z_CULt_A)*W/P_)_$QRTF(A#_4*xAt#_(A#_z-_#_))_$(z._MB_xA_(C_
UL÷XA))
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X:XRIU**Z
RiZ:R|*#?.
Ri4=R|Z**Z
FPHOU:FACSA*((PT-WP/(Pl*X))*SQRTF(Ri4-X*(RI2-CfLOX#*Z)))/(Z,#C|LOX)
d_
XX=XAO*Z
PX=PT*XA
A4=A**4
AXB=A4-XX*(A*tZ-B**Z)
T=Z.
FTH= ( (TtPX* (CULCXA) #AXB-A4* (PX* (TtCULtXA) tW/P| ) )/(T_B*XX#SGRTF (AXB)) ) tFACSA
R|4:R|Z*_kZ
CR:¢|LOX*#2-R|Z
XRE:XRIU**Z
T=_o
FTHOU:FACSA# (PT* (R | 4t TtXR2tCR) ttf/(P | #XRZ) *R | 4) / (T#C I LOX*SGRTF (RI4*XR2_tCR) |
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BZ:Bt#Z
HZ:Ht#Z
SBH:$GRTF(BZ-HZ)
APGA:AtPI*GAMI4OtA¢CEL -_k'PI=CUL#APGA/B#(H*SBH*BZtATANF(HISBH))tP*AtAPGAIBZtH#(BZ'HZl3,)
TH=3. OHP:O-HP
APGA: AtP | tGAHHO#ACCrL t_P2:TtCLLtAPGA/D*(BZtPII4,-DHP/T#SQRTF(TtStHP.HPt#Z)-BZ/TtATANF(BMP/SQRTF(B_-B
BZ=Bt_tZ HP#_Z| ) ) *P_AtAPGA/D2_ (-B_BZ/TH*BZ#HP*BHPt#3/TH)
. ,r ,
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t_P3:PI#RIt#Z/C2tGAHHI _ACCE_#|(CZtHI-HIt_3/3,)-(¢Z_ItE-H(_313.))
C2:CiLOXt#2
t,IP4=PZt&(I#tZ/C2tGAHHItACCELt(-CiLOX_CZ/3,_CZ_ItK_(CILOX-HK)_t313,)
0
XX=XI-X2 _--_
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